Outcomes

A Systems View: The Continuous Improvement Jigsaw

Priorities

From Government

Executive leadership

SS Act
PFA

Support

Legislation

Leadership

From Central Agencies

Decisions rights
Connection to Clusters work
Connection to Principles work

Control (assist and assess)
Consistency and co-ordinating

Environmental settings

Agency vs sector views
breaking down barriers

ICT roadmap
BASS, benchmarking

e.g. PIF outcomes and
performance management
tools and approaches.

Connectors

From Chief Executives

Safe environments to "have a go"

[The key
components of]
"...a system that
drives continuous
improvement."
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How would we know?
"Make, fix,buy?"

"the right people on the bus"
Stewardship vs annual planning

Employment Relations

Capability (fit
for purpose)

Sufficient deliberate focus?

setting expectations

Connection to Contestibility work

Innovation and
risk taking

Learning Culture: sharing best practice
Incentives and rewards
Implementation skills (follow though)
Evaluation

Deciding priorities
Allocating resources
New financial management tools
Investment decisions

Public service values

Budget system

Trsy/SSC ECC work

Culture

PIF systems work (SSC)
Trsy/OAG re non-financial

Entrepreneurship
The "glue" between Capability, Innovation
and great customer service.

Measuring performance

Policy Exp Review recs?
"measuring what matters"
Rewards and sanctions
Efficient service provision (least cost)

Customer/client
expectations

Modern regulation, e.g. MED forum
Standardised support and delivery (e.g., ServiceLink)
Data sharing & ICT roadmap

The problem : There is a plethora of change activity already under way or proposed that can be classified as "continuous improvement". Some initiatives will have minimal
effect while others can create step changes. One problem is understanding what all of that activity adds up to. Attempts have been made to capture the nature and extent of it
all, but continuous improvement per se remains a moving target. Equally, this programme was never intended to manage any or all of these individual projects. Therefore, the
core problem to be addressed here may not be so much the amount of activity (though the risk of scarce resources spread too thinly remains, along with replication), rather it is
the lack of clarity on the optimal system configuration that can drive and leverage continuous improvement. Once the overall system is well understood, the separate elements
can be reviewed for the most effective instruments; but always to be seen within a whole system.
Working Definition: Continuous improvement (Kaizen) mean just that, "systematically seeking small incremental process changes to improve efficiency and quality". It can
be organic (there are always ideas for improvement); it can also be chaotic, e.g. adding ever more functionality to existing systems; or else it can be deliberate and
prescriptive, e.g., process improvement, lean manufacturing, TQM, Six-Sigma, or through business re-engineering.
What success could look like? : Continuous improvement is understood and leveraged within a system of overall influence, rather than as what often appears to be a grab bag of
initiatives and instruments. Viewing continuous improvement as an inter-connected system would then enable Government, C/Agencies and CEs to make better investment decisions for
interventions that add real value of the core reform tools. Thus, a deliberate focus on creating the right environment and incentives for innovation and risk taking could usefully influence
decision in the Contestibility space, Similarly, a renewed focus on capability and leadership could significantly enhance the Clusters work.
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